Bella and James ran outside.

“Let’s play the Smelling Game,” Bella said.

“Okay.” James stretched out on the ground. “I smell grass.”

Bella bent over a flowering bush. “I smell roses.”

“I feel rain,” Bella said.

They ran into the house.

“Wow,” James said. “I smell something good.”

Bella nodded. “I smell something great!”

Bella’s mom came out of the kitchen. “Go wash your hands,” she said. “Then come back for some warm oatmeal raisin cookies!”
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1. What is the first thing James smells in the story?
   ____________________________

2. What is the first thing Bella smells in the story?

3. What makes the BOOM! sound Bella and James hear?
   ________________________________________________________

4. Bella’s mom makes a special treat for her and James. What is it?
   ________________________________________________________

5. Why do Bella and James go inside?
   ________________________________________________________
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Draw lines to match the words from the story with their meanings.

1. roses • • small, round desserts
2. pine needles • • a room where food is cooked
3. kitchen • • beautiful flowers with thorns
4. cookies • • a sound you hear during a rainstorm
5. raisin • • the sharp green leaves of pine trees
6. thunder • • a dried grape
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In the story, “Smelling Game Surprise,” Bella and James take turns saying what they can smell.

On the lines below, write about five things that you think smell good. Be sure to use complete sentences.
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1. What is the first thing James smells in story?
   - grass
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